3.3. How can we further strengthen the relationship between cohesion policy and other national and Community policies to achieve more and better synergies and complementarities?
- EU has to have his own budget from other sources that traditional ones. So the budget of the EU will increase and consequently the Budget for a true Cohesion policy (dealing with equity as well as efficiency)
- ECB has to have the right to give credits without interest to member states and the banks to receive only a commission for their financial services and not like at present interests.(so we need a real policy of redistribution of richness not of concentration on islands of prosperity in an ocean of poverty)
- Redefinition of territorial cohesion versus political cohesion. (invention of new instruments for it)
- Invention of new indicators for prosperity, which can reflect the power of baying (GDP and GNP are not relevant)
- Creation of new financial instruments for Roma inclusion

So we need a real policy of Cohesion, not a reduced regional development policy which creates more social and economic imbalances that convergence.
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